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Lu Yuan thoughts were flying, and then couldn't help laughing:

"Why do you want to do so much? It has nothing to do with us anyway. Don't
say tens of millions of spirit crystals, even if it is the starting price, can you get
it?"

He has just started, not even the big guys of Daqixing, let alone other things.

This kind of thing, let the boss fight.

Just watch the show.

Everyone: "..."

I'm heartbroken, old iron!

Zhuo Ming couldn't help but laughed: "Brother Yuan said so, it seems to be the

same. This is what those big forces can compete."

While they were chatting, the voice in the air rang.

"No. B321, offer 1.2 million Lingjing."

along with the sound of the auction, there was also a heavy voice:

"This inheritance crystal belongs to my Hulu family! Whoever dares to grab it

will just have trouble with us!"

"No. B303, the bid is 1.4 million Lingjing."

"Hehe... the dirty kobold family, what can you do with our elves? This

inheritance crystal, our salad clan wants it!"

"No. B301, the bid is 2 million Lingjing."
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"Sorry, our Tianfu consortium is going to fight!"

…………

Lu Yuan was a little speechless listening to the voices coming from the boxes.

He thought that there was originally a rule not to quarrel, and every one of

them was so quiet during the bidding.

It turns out that just what was auctioned before is not enough to make them
quarrel.

Now everyone who is excited is about to greet each other's family cordially.

One can imagine how precious this heritage crystal is.

Lu Yuan was amused. He sat on the sofa and picked up an apple to eat,
watching the VIPs arguing and watching a play.

It's none of his business anyway, it's good to watch the show.

"B247, the bid is 9 million Lingjing."

"Don't fight, everyone, how about giving things to the Vimy Consortium? It

won't hurt your peace."

"No. B348, bid 10 million Lingjing."

"Roll Nima's kobolds!"

Seeing that the price of this heritage crystal quickly exceeded 10 million, Lu
Yuan said that he was a little jealous.

He regrets a bit now.

Such an ordinary high-tech weapon technology can sell for so much money,
isn't Heigangjin more expensive?

If he had known that he had been auctioned before, then he would have made

a fortune.



But that's what Lu Yuan thought about, the improvement Hei Gangjin brought
to him was not small.

When I have a chance to turn Heigangjin into a heritage crystal in the future,
I can consider selling it.

Everyone is watching the scramble for VIPs at this moment.

Everyone is a group of people looking up and feeling sour.

They couldn't even take out thousands of spirit crystals, but they were able to
take out thousands of spirit crystals.

Why is the gap between people so big?

Destroy, my heart is tired.

Finally, in the fierce competition, the inheritance crystal of the Frostwolf
Freezer Gun was photographed by the people in Box B233 at the price of

22.64 million Lingjing.

This time, Lu Yuan knew who was in that box. It was from the Elf race.

can produce so many spirit crystals, obviously it is also a big tribe.

After the inherited crystal that appeared unexpectedly was auctioned off at a
high price, the structure was still plain:

"This auction ends here."

said, he sank directly onto the black platform.

In the box, Green and the others are still immersed in the previous high price

of more than 20 million, and they are a little unresponsive.

Lu Yuan glanced at them, then smiled:

"It's over, you can go."

Everyone came back to their senses.



"Is it over? My God! There are more than 20 million crystals. If you say you

take it, it’s too rich, right?!"

Zhuo Ming jumped up with excitement on his face: "Today I can play for a

lifetime at this auction!"

Green stood up, smiled and said:

"Let's go."

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "I'll go get the spirit crystal first."

After the auction is over, he can go and retrieve the spirit crystals obtained

from the auction.

Green smiled and said:

"We also auctioned off an elite weapon, let's go together."

Lu Yuan nodded.

The group of people left the box, just to see Liu Xi also come out.

Liu Xi has a look of regret on his face. After seeing Lu Yuan, he walked over

and felt bitter:

"Brother Lu Yuan, it's a pity! I didn't get the last crystal of inheritance,
otherwise it would be complete this time."

Lu Yuan smiled: "Director Liu also took a lot of things this time, and it's not
bad."

"Hahaha! That's true. Are you... to get the spirit crystal?"

"Um."

"Then I won't go with it. I have to go back and deal with the things I

photographed this time. Next time I come to play with my brother."



Liu Xi smiled and said goodbye, and walked away with someone.

And Lu Yuan and several people led by a construct to the place where they had
sent the photos before.

There are a lot of people who come to fetch items and spirit crystals, hundreds
of them.

Lu Yuan waited for a while before it was his turn.

After entering the small room, the light in the Constructor's hand swept across
Lu Yuan's genetic war pattern, and said:

"Humans, a total of 270,000 ling crystals were auctioned for the items you

sent for auction, and a total of 243,000 ling crystals were deducted from the

10% handling fee."

said, the construct took out a white card.

"This is the unbound bank card of the Origin Bank. The Lingjing is stored in it.
You can go to the Origin Bank to get it at any time."

Lu Yuan took the bank card, and when his mind fell on the card, he could see

the balance of the spirit crystal inside.

is indeed 243,000 Lingjing.

The origin bank is a special building like the auction house and the duel arena.

Spirit crystals can exist inside, and they can be swiped directly in any

consumption area that comes with the place of origin.

If you trade with Gene Warrior, you need the other party to have a bank card

of origin.

The threshold for the origin bank card is one hundred thousand souls.

Lu Yuan didn't have many spirit crystals before, so he didn't apply for one, but
he didn't expect to take one without binding.



The bound bank card can only be used by him, and the bank card that is not

bound can naturally be used by anyone.

Lu Yuan put away the bank card, planning to open an account later, and
transfer these spirit crystals to his card.

After leaving the small room, it was Green's turn to get the spirit crystals.

Zhuo Ming and others were waiting outside, but Green went in alone to get

the spirit crystal.

After came out, Green had a smile on his face, and he was obviously in a good

mood.

Zhuo Ming and a few people immediately greeted him.

After seeing Zhuo Ming's eager eyes, Green couldn't help but smile:

"There are too many people here. Find a place where there is no one and I will
give you money."

Green looked at Lu Yuan and smiled:

"Lu Yuan, I have gained a lot today. You took us into the box and saw it. Let's
treat you to a meal."

Lu Yuan thought for a while, shook his head and refused: "Forget it today, I
will have something to do later, next time."

When Lu Yuan said so, Green didn't force it.

"All right, I will contact you next time."

A group of people left the auction house, Lu Yuan and Green said goodbye,
and then walked towards the Origin Bank.

The Bank of Origin is also located in the central area of   Shayan City, but
on the other side of the central square, opposite the auction house.



Lu Yuan went straight through the central square and came to Origin Bank.

Origin Bank is the tallest building Lu Yuan has ever seen.

is much higher than the martial arts hall.

The gate of the bank is fifty to sixty meters wide, with four tall structures

standing on either side.

These are the guards who guard the origin bank.

Lu Yuan looked around. Compared with other special buildings, Origin Bank
can be regarded as quite deserted. He only saw a genetic warrior enter the

gate.

There are genetic warriors passing by not far away, and they will look over

from time to time.

When seeing Lu Yuan walking towards the bank, the genetic warriors all
showed surprised, envy, or jealous eyes.

Lu Yuan is not surprised.

It takes one hundred thousand crystals to open an account, which is not the

money that ordinary genetic warriors can get.

can get so many spirit crystals, in Sandstone City, he is sure to be the top

figure.

such characters are naturally rare.

Enter the Origin Bank, the lobby inside is extremely magnificent, the ground
and walls are all made of gold, and the ten-meter-high top is hung with

gorgeous crystal lamps~www.mtlnovel.com~ It is very valuable at first sight.

Lu Yuan glanced at it and couldn't help but marvel.

It is the origin bank, where you put your money.



He searched for the construct and found the account opening hall.

There was no one in the account opening hall, except for Lu Yuan.

There are four counters on one side, and a structure stands behind each

counter.

Lu Yuan walked to the first counter on the left.

Look at Lu Yuan in the construct: "Human, do you want to open an account?"

Lu Yuan nodded: "Yes."

"Do you have a hundred thousand spirit crystals?"

Lu Yuan handed over the unbound bank card.

The construct just took a look, and a white card engraved with strange lines

appeared in his hand.

"Put the card on your genetic war pattern."

Lu Yuan raised his right hand and placed the genetic war pattern on the card.

The genetic war pattern has a ray of light flashing by, and it is integrated into

the card.

"Well, it is already your exclusive bank card."

The construct passed the card to Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan was stunned: "So fast?"

But he still took the card.

Suddenly, the card message appeared in Lu Yuan's mind.

【Origin Bank Card (General)】

[Exclusive: Lu Yuan (Private Information)]



【Deposit:0 (private information)】

Lu Yuan took a look. Whether it was exclusive or deposit, it was private
information, that is, only Lu Yuan could see it.

Unless Lu Yuan is willing to show it to others.

Does the origin bank card have a level difference?

Lu Yuan thought that even real bank cards have different levels due to
different deposits, and it is normal for the origin bank card to have different

levels.
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